
                                                        Stoke Row: Medium Route                

DIFFICULTY RATING: MEDIUM: Varying terrain and hilly in places.   

START POINT: St John the Evangelist Church, Stoke Row, RG9 5RB. There is limited street parking in School Lane. 

ROUTE MAP 

1.Start between the church and the primary school and head down School 

Lane away from the village. When you reach the end of the lane, take the 

first footpath which branches right across a field there may be friendly 

horses there so please keep dogs on a lead). Exit to field across the style 

on the opposite right hand side and walk left to the path, turn right, then 

left at the corner and keep on the path with a fence to your left.  

2.Continue until you meet a lane. Turn right and then when you reach 

Uxmore Road go straight across (take care when crossing).  

3. Walk ahead on the lane passing the Black Horse Pub and on to a 

crossroads of paths. Turn right here.  

4. Follow this across another crossroads and you will then meet Kit Lane. 

Exit briefly onto Kit Lane and take the first footpath on your left. 

5. At a large tree (see arrow on map) keep to the smaller path to the left 

and continue to the next lane (Urquart Lane). Cross straight over following 

the footpath signs. Continue on this path as it climbs up. You will reach a 

lane. Turn right and continue to follow this as it bends re-joining Kit Lane.  

6. Cross Kit Lane (take care) and follow the track directly in front of you; 

this is Cox’s Lane. Stay on Cox’s Lane and this will take you back towards 

the centre of Stoke Row. You will see a footpath to your right after some 

houses. Take this path, passing the Maharajah’s Well on your right. Turn 

right onto Stoke Road and left into School Lane to return to the start.  
https://footpathapp.com/routes/stoke-row-medium-route/FC3DF24F-AEC9-

4132-869D-7DAD5F73DBCF?s=185775 
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